1 is a method of screening that has advantages over the recall method. 2, 3 In the recall method as described, 3 a combined test is carried out and women with a risk ≥ 1 in 150 receive a positive result; they are invited to return for counseling and offered either a second screening test based on a DNA analysis or an invasive diagnostic test-of course, without an obligation to accept either. Walker, in her letter, 4 does not appear to fully accept the advantages of the reflex method. Reflex DNA screening results in a higher rate of detection (95% vs. 81%) of pregnancies with trisomy 21, 18, and 13 and a false-positive rate (0.02% vs. 2.4%) about a hundred times lower than the recall method. Consequently, the reflex method means fewer women with an unaffected pregnancy are given a positive screening result, while a high detection rate is maintained. A quantitative comparison of the two methods in respect of screening for trisomy 21 is given at http://www.wolfson.qmul.ac.uk/ReflexDNAversusRecallDNA. This shows that in 10,000 pregnancies screened by either the reflex or recall methods, respectively, the following numbers apply: (i) women recalled, 0 vs. 259; (ii) invasive diagnostic tests in unaffected pregnancies, 1.8 vs. 30.3; (iii) trisomy 21 pregnancies detected, 30.3 vs. 25.9; and (iv) odds of being affected given a positive result, 17:1 vs. 1:1. These advantages of the reflex method over the recall method are clear and, contrary to Walker's opinion, involve no extrapolation. It is untenable to suggest that worrying women and their partners with the news of a positive screening result when this is completely unnecessary is good medical practice, or even ethical. Calling women back for another test when this can be avoided causes unnecessary harm and this is always wrong. It is not an issue that is relevant to patient autonomy or choice, which is, of course, important.
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Our responses to Walker's four points are as follows. (i) The decision to be screened is an option that women can, of course, discuss with their partners; obtaining consent to reflex DNA screening is no different from obtaining consent to other screening tests. (ii) Notifying women that they have a positive screening result is obviously distressing. If this can be avoided without loss of efficacy it should be done. It is not a legitimate or ethical matter for research. (iii) The duty of health professionals is to offer the most effective and safe tests or interventions that are affordable. This is not paternalistic; it is the expected duty of care. There is no withholding of information, as Walker states in relation to reflex DNA screening, because consent is obtained for the reflex test incorporating all its components. The combined test itself has several components and no one argues that separate consent should be sought for each component (nuchal translucency measurement and two blood measurements). The concept underlying the reflex DNA test is to capture the advantages of a single screening test with several components instead of performing two separate sequential tests. (iv) Avoiding unnecessary harm without loss of efficacy is always a benefit and therefore not a valid research issue.
While there is agreement about using the combined test followed by a DNA test in some women, there is disagreement on how this is done. Walker holds the view that there is merit in women being told that they have a positive combined test result, and then being recalled for counseling. Given that reflex DNA screening can avoid this step entirely, and deliver a test with an improved screening performance, we see no advantage in the recall strategy.
We are puzzled by Walker's view that avoiding the unnecessary reporting of false-positive results is not a selfevident benefit, and puzzled by her questioning the consequential reduced use of clinical resources, which was unambiguously clear to the midwives and clinicians involved. We are also at a loss to understand how Walker seems to lean toward the recall method, when the evidence so strongly favors the reflex method with the added benefit of avoiding needless worry among the women screened. 
